WELCOME TO CS 330 LABS

LAB INSTRUCTORS:
Nova Scheidt (scheidtn@uregina.ca)
Hunter Oatway (hro169@uregina.ca)

OFFICE HOURS IN CL119:
http://www.cs.uregina.ca/Dept/OfficeHours/c119.html

LAB RELATED INFORMATION

• Please read the lab material and watch the pre-lab videos before coming to the lab.

• Lab work is to be submitted to the CS330 LAB: Intro to Operating Systems UR Courses module

• Labs are due two hours before your next week’s lab section (see URCourses for specific sections and deadlines).

• Your work should be a unique submission. Duplication of another person’s work will result in a zero for that exercise for all parties involved regardless if you did the work yourself. If you share your work with others, then you are just as guilty as the one who received your work. Duplicating/sharing work more than once will result in a zero for the entire lab component (15% of your final grade). These cases will be reported to the Associate Dean Academic and may result in stiffer penalties.

• Late submissions, without valid reason, will be marked at a penalty of 50%.

• A participation mark will make up half of your lab mark. This might include:
  o Punctual attendance (If you arrive late, you will lose your punctuality mark for that lab)
  o Zoom chat participation
  o Pre-lab quiz results
  o Turning on your video in the zoom room

• One low lab mark will not be counted. Of the 11 labs, only 10 lab marks will be used; your lowest mark will be dropped.

• The lab is 15% of your final CS330 grade
I may be recording your live zoom session so that you have something to watch after the lab. If you are concerned about your personal privacy, then please pose any questions in the chat box rather than verbally.